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1. General Information 

AnyLogic Business Graphics Library enables the user to dynamically present the model 
output data on the model animation during the simulation run and export data to other 
applications in textual form. The library includes various chart and histogram objects with 
powerful and easy-to-use interface (no programming required). The collection of chart types 
is close to that of MS Excel. The library provides far more advanced way to visualize data 
than the one suggested by the built-in {Bar, Chart,…}Indicator shapes and is recommended 
for use instead of them. The Business Graphics Library will be supported at even better level 
by AnyLogic version 6. 

  Business Graphics Library

HistogramsCharts
Accept data samples, 
perform statistical 
processing and display 
the results in the form of 
PDF, CDF, mean, etc. 

Simple charts Charts with history
Display the current 
values of the data 
items in various forms 

Display the current 
values and the history 
of the data items in 
various forms 

BarChart 

PieChart 

StackChart 

ChartTime

StackChartTime

XYChart

ColorChartTime

HistogramSimple

HistogramSmart

 
Figure 1 Objects of the Business Graphics Library 
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The objects in the Business Graphics Library are of the two main types: charts and 
histograms. Histograms accept data samples, perform statistical processing and display the 
results in the form of PDF, CDF, mean, etc., reflecting all samples ever added to the 
histogram. Charts display the current values (some – also the recent history) of the data 
items, see Figure 1. 

The Business Graphics Library implementation is contained in the file 
business_graphics_library.jar. It is very compact (150K only) and therefore highly portable; 
in particular, it will not make your AnyLogic applets any “heavier” for download. 

1.1 Using placeholders 

The Business Graphics Library objects do not have any default representation on the 
animation diagram at the model design time. Instead, they use the “placeholder” shapes 
drawn by the user on an animation diagram. 

Each object should be provided with such a shape (see Placeholder parameter), which is a 
rectangle for all objects except for PieChart that would accept oval. If the Placeholder 
parameter is null (or left blank), the chart or histogram will add a new placeholder shape on 
the animation of the current object close to the origin point. If the current active object does 
not have animation at all, the chart or histogram will still be working, but you will not be able 
to see the results. 

To use a Business Graphics Library object you should complete the following steps: 

1. Drag the object you wish to use from the Business Graphics Library stencil to the 
model structure diagram 

2. Draw a rectangle (or an oval in case of PieChart) on the model animation diagram at 
the place where you wish to display the chart. 

3. Specify the name of the shape in the Placeholder parameter of the Business 
Graphics Library object (e.g. “animation.rectangle14”), so that it knows where to 
draw a chart or a histogram. The placeholder shape can on be the animation diagram 
of the current active object (then the list of shapes is available from the dropdown 
menu of the Placeholder parameter), or of an arbitrary active object. 
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Business Graphics Library objects add their drawings to the same shape group where the 
placeholder shape belong to. For example, if the placeholder shape belongs to a pivot group, 
the chart will also belong there. Therefore, you can easily control the position, visibility, 
rotation, z-order etc. of the charts and histograms by manipulating the placeholder owner 
group. For example, if you wish to rotate a chart or control its z-order, you can include its 
placeholder shape in a pivot and rotate or bring to front/move back that pivot. 

The Placeholder can also be used to provide the background and border color of the charts, 
see parameters BackgroundColor and BorderColor. The default values USE Placeholder 
FILL COLOR and USE Placeholder LINE COLOR preserve the original placeholder 
background and line (border) color. NO BACKGROUND or null set transparent background. 
NO BORDER or null mean no border will be drawn. 

1.2 Updating data items 

Business Graphics Library objects have parameters with names like Data, Data0, Data1, … 
or X0, Y0, X1, Y1, Condition0, Condition1, etc. You can specify the expressions in such 
parameters and those expressions will by dynamically evaluated to obtain the values of the 
data items. 

Please note that in case of multiple data items allowed (as in ChartTime, BarChart, etc.) the 
(i+1) parameter section will appear only after all parameters from 0 to i are filled. Upon the 
model startup the library objects evaluate the Data<i>, X<i>, etc. parameters to distinguish 
that a parameter is specified. If the parameter evaluates to Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY 
(which is also the default value “not specified”), it is considered as not specified and all 
parameters after it are not considered. In case of ColorChartTime such “key” parameters are 
Color0, Color1, etc., and the “not specified” value is null. 

The key data parameters are evaluated dynamically during the simulation and the resulting 
data values are fed into the objects This may be done in several modes. For charts they are: 

• AUTO – the expression(s) provided in the Data<i>, X<i>, etc. parameters are 
evaluated on each animation frame and displayed by the chart. The frequency of 
updates in this case obviously depends on the frequency of the animation window 
updates and may be uneven. In particular, in Virtual Time mode the updates will be 
rare. This mainly affects ChartTime, StackChartTime, XYChart, and ColorChartTime 
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as they keep and display the history of data items. However, the great advantage of 
this mode is that it does not add events to the model and does not slow down the 
simulation. This may be important in the system dynamics and other continuous 
time models where extra events may be undesirable and may affect numerical 
methods. 

• AUTO - UPDATE Data EVERY TimeStep (or AUTO - UPDATE X and Y EVERY 
TimeStep or AUTO UPDATE Conditions EVERY TimeStep) – the object creates an 
event every TimeStep (this is a parameter of the object) and evaluates and adds the 
Data<i>, X<i>, Condition<i>, … parameters during that event execution. In this 
case data samples are evaluated and displayed with even intervals, but extra events are 
added to the model. Use this mode only if AUTO mode creates unsatisfactory effects. 
Optionally you can do the first update either at time 0 or at time TimeStep – use the 
parameter UpdateAtTime0. 

• MANUAL - USE update FUNCTION – the object will only evaluate Data<i>, X<i>, 
Condition<i>, … only when its update() function is called. Use this mode if you 
wish to control the exact moments when the new data samples should be added to 
the chart, for example when those samples are generated by some specific events in 
the model.  

For histograms the AUTO mode would hardly make any sense, as normally you do not want 
to update statistics chaotically. Therefore histograms support the two latter modes plus a 
specific one: 

• MANUAL - USE add FUNCTION – if this mode is chosen, the histogram will not 
evaluate the Data parameter, and you should call its function add( <data sample> ) 
to add data samples to the histogram. 

1.3 Data histories 

The charts with suffix …Time (ChartTime, StackChartTime and ColorChartTime) remember 
the old values of the data items, namely those that are not older than TimeWindow and 
therefore can be displayed; the older samples are discarded. Moreover, even within the 
TimeWindow if two or more data samples are so close in time that they map to the same 
pixel on the time axis (and therefore have no chance to be displayed properly), only the 
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newest value is stored. This minimizes the amount of memory consumed by the charts, but 
you should keep in mind that some data samples may get lost because of too frequent 
updates and will not be present in the textual representation of the charts. 

In the XYChart the data samples do not necessarily have different timestamps; they can all be 
added at the same time. The use explicitly specifies how many samples he wishes to store 
(parameter NumberOfSamples). When this amount is reached, the data samples are 
discarded in the order they were added. Unlike the …Time charts, XYChart will never throw 
away data samples from the middle of the history. 

The Histogram… objects do not store individual data samples at all, but the statistics they 
collect reflect all samples ever added (since the last reset()). 

1.4 Scale types 

The type graphical scale in the charts is controlled by the parameter ScaleType. In most of 
the charts it has the following possible settings: 

• AUTO – all data items have the same scale, and the size of the scale is dynamically 
controlled by the historical maximum/minimum across the data items (since the last 
call of reset() function). 

• FIXED – all data items have the same scale, and the size of the scale is statically 
defined by the user (see Maximum and Minimum parameters). 

• SCALE TO 100% - all data items have the same scale, and the size of the scale at any 
time moment is the total of the corresponding contemporary data items. Clearly, the 
scale maximum will be different at different time moments.  

In case of ChartTime AUTO type is called AUTO SAME FOR ALL DATA, FIXED type is called 
FIXED SAME FOR ALL DATA, SCALE TO 100% type is not available, but there is an 
additional scale type: 

• AUTO INDIVIDUALLY – each data item keeps its own scale controlled by its own 
historical minimum and maximum. The grid lines and labels of the scale are 
displayed if the corresponding data item is selected by clicking on the legend.  
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In XYChart the SCALE TO 100% is not applicable. In PieChart, ColorChartTime and in 
histograms ScaleType is not applicable at all. 

1.5 Viewing and copying data in textual form 

Each object implements toString() function that returns the textual representation of the 
current object state. The text is tab-separated so can be easily copied to e.g. a spreadsheet. 
The same textual representation can be viewed in the Inspect window of the object in 
AnyLogic debugger. 

Each objects also implements the function copyToClipboard(), which puts the same text on 
the clipboard. You can associate the call of copyToClipboard() with a button on your 
animation thus enabling the user to easily capture data during the simulation. Please note 
that this function will not work in applets under default security settings. 

1.6 Grid and legend 

All objects can optionally display legend and (with the exception of PieChart) grid. This is 
controlled by the parameters ShowLegend (ShowStatistics in case of histograms) and 
ShowGrid.  

Charts legends display the list of data item names along with their colors and the current 
values (values corresponding to the current model time). Clicking on a legend item will select 
the corresponding data item: it will be highlighted in the chart. To deselect the item click on 
it again. In case of ChartTime with multiple data items and ScaleType AUTO INDIVIDUALLY 
selecting the item will also result in displaying its individual grid. The legend position with 
respect to the chart (below, above, to the left or to the right) can be controlled by the 
parameter LegendPosition; this is particularly useful when overlaying two or more charts.  

Grid consists of grid lines and their text labels, colors of both can be setup by the parameters 
GridColor and GridTextColor (use null to prevent displaying the corresponding element of 
grid). The text labels can be displayed on the either side of the corresponding line according 
to the parameter GridTextPosition (the default positions are below and to the left of the 
chart). Again this can be used when overlaying two charts.  
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1.7 Colors 

Colors are used throughout the whole library to distinguish data items, show PDF parts,  
grids, legends, etc. Java standard type Color is used. Business Graphics Library has is a 
palette of pre-defined colors. They are defined in the class BGBase and therefore you should 
prefix the color name with class name to be sure they can be used at any place of your 
model: 

BGBase.RED 
BGBase.BLUE 
BGBase.YELLOW 
BGBase.PURPLE 
BGBase.CYAN 
BGBase.BROWN 
BGBase.VIOLET 
BGBase.MAGENTA 
BGBase.GREEN 
BGBase.GRAY 
BGBase.BLACK 
BGBase.WHITE 

Please note that colors like BGBase.RED, BGBase.CYAN, etc. are not the same as the 
corresponding “pure” RGB colors, but are much nicer. For “classical” pure colors use 
constants defined in Java class Color: 

Color.RED 
Color.BLUE 
Color.CYAN 
…  

You can of course add your own arbitrary colors. Use the following constructors to define 
custom colors: 

• null – no color, the corresponding object will be invisible 

• new Color( <red>, <green>, <blue> ) – creates a new color from given RGB 
values; each value must be in the range [0..255] 

• new Color( <red>, <green>, <blue>, <alpha> ) – creates a transparent color with 
the given RGB. <alpha> = 0 means totally transparent, <alpha> = 255 means 
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totally opaque. Please note that areas of transparent colors take significantly longer 
time to draw and may therefore slow down the model execution. 

• <sample color>.darker(), <sample color>.brighter() – creates darker/brighter 
versions of a given color. 

Please see Java documentation on class Color for more information. 

Please keep in mind that by overlaying charts one on top of the other and playing with the 
transparent colors and different grid and legend positions you can achieve very appealing 
and sophisticated data visualization effects.  

1.8 Resetting the objects and changing parameters 

Each object implements the reset() function that completely re-initializes the object. The 
history accumulated by the object, if any, is discarded. 

You can also use the reset() function to activate the new parameter settings if you have made 
any changes to them dynamically (i.e. after or during the model startup). Please note that if 
you change parameters on-the-fly, in most cases this will not have effect until you call 
reset(). 
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2. Objects 

2.1 Simple charts 

2.1.1 BarChart 

 

BarChart displays up to 10 data items as bars aligned at one end, whose sizes are 
proportional to the corresponding data item values. The bar growth direction (UP, DOWN, 
RIGHT or LEFT) is specified in the BarDirection parameter. In case of the negative data bars 
will grow in the opposite direction. If ScaleType is SCALE TO 100% negative data is not 
allowed and exception will be thrown on attempt to provide a negative data item value. Bars 
width (“thickness”) is proportional to the corresponding dimension of the placeholder 
rectangle. If you wish to see distinct bars, set DistinctBars to true and specify the 
RelativeBarWidth parameter (normally, in the range 0..1); otherwise bars will be adjacent to 
each other. 

In case ScaleType is AUTO the maximum scale value (the full size of the placeholder) is set 
to the historical maximum throughout all data items. In case of FIXED scale type it is set to 
the Maximum parameter specified by the user; the bars are truncated when they exceed the 
size of the placeholder. If ScaleType is SCALE TO 100 %, the current total of all data items 
(100%) is taken as the scale maximum. 

You can overlay two or more bar charts to achieve various effects, e.g. to visually compare 
two data series. Overlaying is usually used in combination with either distinct and thin bars 
or bars of semi-transparent color.  

Functions 

Return type Name Description 
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void reset() Returns the object to its initial state. In particular, 
resets the historical maximum of the data items. 

void update() Updates the current values of the data items. Is called 
automatically and/or can be called manually as 
described in the section Updating data items 

String toString() Returns the textual representation of the current 
object state (tab-separated data item names and the 
most recent values).  

void copyToClipboard() Puts the result of toString() on the Clipboard (success 
is subject to the environment security settings) 

Parameters 

Type Name Default value Description 

ShapeRect Placeholder  

Color BackgroundColor USE 
Placeholder 
FILL COLOR 

Color BorderColor USE 
Placeholder 
LINE COLOR 

See Using placeholders  

int UpdateMode AUTO  

double TimeStep 1 

boolean UpdateAtTime0 true 

See Updating data items 

int ScaleType AUTO 

double Maximum 1 

See Scale types and general 
description of the BarChart 

int BarDirection RIGHT The direction of bar growth (in 
case of positive data). The base line 
of the chart will be on one of the 
placeholder sides correspondingly. 

boolean DistinctBars true If false, the bars will occupy the full 
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double RelativeBarWidth 0.6 dimension of the placeholder and 
will be adjacent to each other. 
Otherwise, that width will be 
multiplied by RelativeBarWidth 

boolean ShowGrid true 

Color GridColor BGBase.BLACK

Color GridTextColor BGBase.BLACK

int GridTextPosition DEAFAULT 

See Grid and legend 

boolean ShowLegend true 

Color LegendTextColor BGBase.BLACK

int LegendPosition BELOW 

See Grid and legend 

code<double> Data<i> not specified Expression dynamically evaluated 
to obtain the current value of the 
data item i 

Color Color<i> <Pre-defined 
color i> 

Color of the bar corresponding to 
the data item i 

String LegendText<i> “Data <i>” Name of the data item i as it should 
appear in the legend and in textual 
representation. 

2.1.2 PieChart 

 

PieChart displays the contribution of up to 10 data items into a total as sectors of a circle. 
The sector arcs are proportional to the corresponding data item values. Negative data is not 
allowed and exception will be thrown on attempt to provide a negative data item value. If 
the total of all data items is 0 no sectors are displayed. 

Oval must be provided as the Placeholder. In case the placeholder radii are not equal (the 
placeholder is an ellipse), the pie chart will also be an ellipse. 
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Functions 

Return type Name Description 

void reset() Returns the object to its initial state 

void update() Updates the current values of the data items. Is called 
automatically and/or can be called manually as 
described in the section Updating data items 

String toString() Returns the textual representation of the current 
object state (tab-separated data item names and the 
most recent values).  

void copyToClipboard() Puts the result of toString() on the Clipboard (success 
is subject to the environment security settings) 

Parameters 

Type Name Default value Description 

ShapeOval Placeholder  

Color BorderColor USE 
Placeholder 
LINE COLOR 

See Using placeholders  

int UpdateMode AUTO  

double TimeStep 1 

boolean UpdateAtTime0 true 

See Updating data items 

boolean ShowLegend true 

Color LegendTextColor BGBase.BLACK

int LegendPosition BELOW 

See Grid and legend 

code<double> Data<i> not specified Expression dynamically evaluated 
to obtain the current value of the 
data item i 

Color Color<i> <Pre-defined 
color i> 

Color of the sector corresponding 
to the data item i 
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String LegendText<i> “Data <i>” Name of the data item i as it should 
appear in the legend and in textual 
representation. 

2.1.3 StackChart 

 

StackChart displays the contribution of up to 10 data items into a total as bars stacked one 
on top of the other with 0 data item at the bottom. The bar sizes are proportional to the 
corresponding data item values. The stack growth direction (UP, DOWN, RIGHT or LEFT) is 
specified in the BarDirection parameter. Negative values are not allowed and exception will 
be thrown on attempt to provide a negative data item value. Bar width is set to the 
corresponding dimension of the placeholder rectangle multiplied by RelativeBarWidth 
(usually in the range 0..1). 

In case ScaleType is AUTO the scale maximum is set to the historical maximum of 
simultaneous total of all data items – not to the local maximum within TimeWindow. In case 
of FIXED scale type if the total exceeds the specified Maximum the bars are truncated. If 
ScaleType is SCALE TO 100 %, at each time moment the current total of all data items 
(100%) is taken as the scale maximum, so the stack chart will always occupy the full space. 
Clearly, the value scale will be different at different times. 

Functions 

Return type Name Description 

void reset() Returns the object to the initial state. In particular, 
resets the historical maximum of simultaneous total 
of all data items 

void update() Updates the current values of the data items. Is called 
automatically and/or can be called manually as 
described in the section Updating data items 
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String toString() Returns the textual representation of the current 
object state (tab-separated data item names and the 
most recent values) 

void copyToClipboard() Puts the result of toString() on the Clipboard (success 
is subject to the environment security settings) 

Parameters 

Type Name Default value Description 

ShapeRect Placeholder  

Color BackgroundColor USE 
Placeholder 
FILL COLOR 

Color BorderColor USE 
Placeholder 
LINE COLOR 

See Using placeholders  

int UpdateMode AUTO  

double TimeStep 1 

boolean UpdateAtTime0 true 

See Updating data items 

int ScaleType AUTO 

double Maximum 1 

See Scale types and general 
description of the BarChart 

int BarDirection UP The direction of stack growth (in 
case of positive data). The base line 
of the chart will be on one of the 
placeholder sides correspondingly. 

double RelativeBarWidth 1 The width of the bar stack relative 
to the corresponding dimension of 
the placeholder 

boolean ShowGrid true 

Color GridColor BGBase.BLACK

Color GridTextColor BGBase.BLACK

int GridTextPosition DEAFAULT 

See Grid and legend 

boolean ShowLegend true See Grid and legend 
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Color LegendTextColor BGBase.BLACK

int LegendPosition BELOW 

code<double> Data<i> not specified Expression dynamically evaluated 
to obtain the current value of the 
data item i 

Color Color<i> <Pre-defined 
color i> 

Color of the bar corresponding to 
the data item i 

String LegendText<i> “Data <i>” Name of the data item i as it should 
appear in the legend and in textual 
representation. 

2.2 Charts with history 

2.2.1 ChartTime 

 

ChartTime displays the history (trend over time) of up to 10 data items during the latest 
TimeWindow model time as lines. The time axis is always horizontal and directed to the 
right. Depending on the InterpolationType parameter, the line in between two data samples 
is either interpolated linearly or keeps the previous value until the next one. The areas 
underlying the lines can be filled with color (parameter FilledUnderneath). 

In case ScaleType is AUTO INDIVIDUALLY or AUTO SAME FOR ALL DATA the scale 
minimum and maximum are set to the historical minimums and maximums of individual or 
all data items – not to the local minimum and maximum within TimeWindow. In case of 
FIXED SAME FOR ALL DATA scale type if the value exceeds the specified Minimum or 
Maximum the lines are not drawn. If AUTO INDIVIDUALLY is chosen, ChartTime will only 
display one value grid and scale at a time. To display the grid of a particular data item, select 
it by clicking on its legend label. If you wish to display two different grids/scales for two 
different data items simultaneously, you can overlay two ChartTimes and set 
GridTextPosition at different sides. Interesting effects may be achieved by drawing 
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ChartTime over e.g. StackChartTime.  

Functions 

Return type Name Description 

void reset() Returns the object to its initial state. In particular, 
clears the history and resets the historical minimums 
and maximum of the data items. 

void update() Updates the current values of the data items. Is called 
automatically and/or can be called manually as 
described in the section Updating data items 

String toString() Returns the textual representation of the current 
object state (tab-separated data item names, 
timestamps and values starting from the oldest stored 
sample to the most recent one, subject to the remarks 
in the section Data histories).  

void copyToClipboard() Puts the result of toString() on the Clipboard (success 
is subject to the environment security settings) 

Parameters 

Type Name Default value Description 

ShapeRect Placeholder  

Color BackgroundColor USE 
Placeholder 
FILL COLOR 

Color BorderColor USE 
Placeholder 
LINE COLOR 

See Using placeholders  

int UpdateMode AUTO  

double TimeStep 1 

boolean UpdateAtTime0 true 

See Updating data items 

double TimeWindow 100 The time window displayed by 
the chart 
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int InterpolationType LINEAR See general description of 
ChartTime 

int ScaleType AUTO 

double Minimum 0 

double Maximum 1 

See Scale types and general 
description of ChartTime 

double LineWidth 1 Chart line width (for all data 
items) 

boolean ShowGrid true 

Color GridColor BGBase.BLACK

Color GridTextColor BGBase.BLACK

int GridTextPosition DEAFAULT 

See Grid and legend 

boolean FillIUnderneath false If true, the area below the lines 
will be filled with color 

boolean SemitransparentFill true If false, the fill color below the 
line will be exactly the same as the 
data item color, if true it will be 
made transparent  

boolean ShowLegend true 

Color LegendTextColor BGBase.BLACK

int LegendPosition BELOW 

See Grid and legend 

code<double> Data<i> not specified Expression dynamically evaluated 
to obtain the current value of the 
data item i 

Color Color<i> <Pre-defined 
color i> 

Color of the line corresponding 
to the data item i 

String LegendText<i> “Data <i>” Name of the data item i as it 
should appear in the legend and 
in textual representation. 
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2.2.2 StackChartTime 

 

StackChartTime displays the history (trend over time) of contribution of up to 10 data items 
into a total during the latest TimeWindow model time as stacked areas. At each time moment 
the values are stacked one on top of the other with data item 0 at the bottom. Negative 
values are not allowed and exception will be thrown on attempt to provide a negative data 
item value. The time axis is always horizontal and directed to the right. Depending on the 
InterpolationType parameter, the area height in between two data samples is either 
interpolated linearly or keeps the previous value until the next one. 

In case ScaleType is AUTO the scale maximum is set to the historical maximum of 
simultaneous total of all data items – not to the local maximum within TimeWindow. In case 
of FIXED scale type if the total exceeds the specified Maximum the bars are truncated. If 
ScaleType is SCALE TO 100 %, at each time moment the current total of all data items 
(100%) is taken as the scale maximum, so the stack chart will always occupy the full space. 
Clearly, the value scale will be different at different times. 

You can combine StackChartTime with ChartTime drawn on top if it to achieve various data 
visualization effects. 

Functions 

Return type Name Description 

void reset() Returns the object to its initial state. In particular, 
clears the history and resets the historical maximum 
of simultaneous total of all data items 

void update() Updates the current values of the data items. Is called 
automatically and/or can be called manually as 
described in the section Updating data items 

String toString() Returns the textual representation of the current 
object state (tab-separated data item names, 
timestamps and values starting from the oldest stored 
sample to the most recent one, subject to the remarks 
in the section Data histories).  
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void copyToClipboard() Puts the result of toString() on the Clipboard (success 
is subject to the environment security settings) 

Parameters 

Type Name Default value Description 

ShapeRect Placeholder  

Color BackgroundColor USE 
Placeholder 
FILL COLOR 

Color BorderColor USE 
Placeholder 
LINE COLOR 

See Using placeholders  

int UpdateMode AUTO  

double TimeStep 1 

boolean UpdateAtTime0 true 

See Updating data items 

double TimeWindow 100 The time window displayed by 
the chart 

int InterpolationType LINEAR See general description of 
StackChartTime 

int ScaleType AUTO 

double Maximum 1 

See Scale types and general 
description of StackChartTime 

boolean ShowGrid true 

Color GridColor BGBase.BLACK

Color GridTextColor BGBase.BLACK

int GridTextPosition DEAFAULT 

See Grid and legend 

boolean ShowLegend true 

Color LegendTextColor BGBase.BLACK

int LegendPosition BELOW 

See Grid and legend 

code<double> Data<i> not specified Expression dynamically evaluated 
to obtain the current value of the 
data item i 
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Color Color<i> <Pre-defined 
color i> 

Color of the area corresponding 
to the data item i 

String LegendText<i> “Data <i>” Name of the data item i as it 
should appear in the legend and 
in textual representation. 

2.2.3 XYChart 

 

XYChart displays the scatter with samples of up to 10 data items connected by straight lines. 
The maximum number of samples to display (and store) is explicitly specified by the user in 
the NumberOfSamples parameter. Each sample of each data item has two values X and Y; X 
axis is horizontal directed to the right, and Y axis is vertical directed up. Each call of 
update() (either automatic or manual) simultaneously adds one sample per data item, but you 
should not treat the stored array of samples as necessarily ordered in time: you can obviously 
display arbitrary curves adding all samples at a time if you wish. 

Two scale types are supported: AUTO and FIXED; in both cases the scale is the same for all 
data items. If AUTO is chosen, the X and Y scale minimum and maximum are set to the 
corresponding historical minimums and maximum of individual or all data items – not to the 
local ones within the stored and displayed NumberOfSamples part.  In case of FIXED scale 
type if a value exceeds the specified {X,Y}Minimum or {X,Y}Maximum the lines are not 
drawn.  

You can use this very general chart in a large number of ways. For example, by setting the Xi 
and Yi to the coordinates of moving objects you will get their traces on the chart.  

Functions 

Return type Name Description 

void reset() Returns the object to its initial state. In particular, 
clears the history and resets the historical minimums 
and maximum of X and Y of the data items. 
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void update() Updates the current X and Y values of the data items. 
Is called automatically and/or can be called manually 
as described in the section Updating data items 

String toString() Returns the textual representation of the current 
object state (tab-separated data item names, 
timestamps and their X and Y values starting from 
the oldest stored sample to the most recent one) 

void copyToClipboard() Puts the result of toString() on the Clipboard (success 
is subject to the environment security settings) 

Parameters 

Type Name Default value Description 

ShapeRect Placeholder  

Color BackgroundColor USE 
Placeholder 
FILL COLOR 

Color BorderColor USE 
Placeholder 
LINE COLOR 

See Using placeholders  

int UpdateMode AUTO  

double TimeStep 1 

boolean UpdateAtTime0 true 

See Updating data items 

int NumberOfSamples 1000 The maximum number of stored 
and displayed samples of each 
data item  

int XScaleType AUTO 

double XMinimum 0 

double XMaximum 1 

int YScaleType AUTO 

double YMinimum 0 

double YMaximum 1 

See Scale types and general 
description of XYChart 
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double LineWidth 1 Chart line width (for all data 
items) 

boolean ShowGrid true 

Color GridColor BGBase.BLACK

Color GridTextColor BGBase.BLACK

int XGridTextPosition DEAFAULT 

int YGridTextPosition DEAFAULT 

See Grid and legend 

boolean ShowLegend true 

Color LegendTextColor BGBase.BLACK

int LegendPosition BELOW 

See Grid and legend 

code<double> X<i> not specified Expression dynamically evaluated 
to obtain the current X value of 
the data item i. 

code<double> Y<i> not specified Expression dynamically evaluated 
to obtain the current Y value of 
the data item i 

Color Color<i> <Pre-defined 
color i> 

Color of the line corresponding 
to the data item i 

String LegendText<i> “Data <i>” Name of the data item i as it 
should appear in the legend and 
in textual representation. 

2.2.4 ColorChartTime 

 

ColorChartTime displays the history (trend over time) of something during the latest 
TimeWindow model time as a bar with stripes of different colors. The time axis is always 
horizontal and directed to the right. There may be up to 10 different colors. Each call of 
update() (either automatic or manual) causes the evaluation of Condition<i> parameters, 
starting with Condition0. If Condition<i> evaluates to true, the color of the bar stripe is set 
to Color<i>, and other conditions are not evaluated, otherwise the next condition is tested. 
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If all conditions are false, ColorDefault applies. 

This object can be used to visualize the change of a (discrete) state of an object over time, 
e.g. busy/idle, traveling/loading/unloading/parked/maintenance, etc. If you wish to see 
several color charts in parallel you can put it into a replicated object and bias the 
placeholders. 

Functions 

Return type Name Description 

void reset() Returns the object to its initial state. In particular, 
clears the history. 

void update() Updates the current color of the data item. Is called 
automatically and/or can be called manually as 
described in the section Updating data items 

String toString() Returns the textual representation of the current 
object state (tab-separated timestamps and color 
indices (0..9, -1 for the ColorDefault) starting from 
the oldest stored sample to the most recent one, 
subject to the remarks in the section Data histories). 

void copyToClipboard() Puts the result of toString() on the Clipboard (success 
is subject to the environment security settings) 

Parameters 

Type Name Default value Description 

ShapeRect Placeholder  

Color BackgroundColor USE 
Placeholder 
FILL COLOR 

Color BorderColor USE 
Placeholder 
LINE COLOR 

See Using placeholders  

int UpdateMode AUTO  

double TimeStep 1 

See Updating data items 
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boolean UpdateAtTime0 true 

double TimeWindow 100 The time window displayed by 
the chart 

double RelativeBarWidth 1 The width of the bar relative to 
the height of the placeholder 

boolean ShowGrid true 

Color GridColor BGBase.BLACK

Color GridTextColor BGBase.BLACK

See Grid and legend 

Color Color<i> not specified Color corresponding to the 
Condition<i> 

code<boolean> Condition<i> false Expression dynamically evaluated 
to check whether Color<i> 
should apply 

Color ColorDefault null Color that applies when all 
conditions are false 
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3. Histograms 

3.1 General histograms 

3.1.1 HistogramSimple 

 

HistogramSimple does the following: 

• Performs standard statistical analysis on the data values being added (calculates 
mean, minimum, maximum, deviation, variance and mean confidence interval) 

• Builds the PDF (probability distribution, or density function) and CDF (cumulative 
distribution function) on the fixed set of intervals defined by the user  

• Calculates the lower and higher confidence measures (or values at risk with a given 
percent) with tolerance equal to the interval width 

• Visualizes all of the above 

There are three update modes. If MANUAL - USE update FUNCTION or AUTO – ADD Data 
EVERY TimeStep are chosen, the expression specified in the Data parameter is evaluated 
dynamically either when the user calls update() or on the time steps and the resulting value is 
added to the histogram. If UpdateMode is set to MANUAL - USE add FUNCTION the user 
should calculate the value elsewhere and feed it to the histogram by calling add( value ) 
function. 

The expected Minimum, Maximum of the data values and the NumberOfIntervals are 
statically defined by the user, unlike in HistogramSmart. In addition to the 
NumberOfIntervals within [Minimum..Maximum], the HistogramSimple will count those data 
samples that are outside the specified range. 
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The PDF is displayed as a number of vertical bars each corresponding to a particular interval 
with heights proportional to the density (or number) of data samples within the interval. The 
bars are always scaled so that the highest one has the placeholder height. The bars may be 
setup to look as a solid block or distinct bars depending on the DistinctPDFBars parameter.  

If CalculateLowHigh is true and LowPercent or HighPercent are specified, the bars 
corresponding to the lower and higher confidence measures are highlighted with the given 
colors. The bars that contain the exact “values at risk” (values satisfying the equation 
CDF(value) = LowPercent or CDF( value) = 100 – HighPercent) are drawn in the 
corresponding intermediate colors.  

The CDF is displayed as a polyline on top of PDF, and the mean value – as a vertical line at 
the corresponding value axis position.  

If you wish to visually compare two histograms you can either make their PDF colors 
different and semi-transparent and put one histogram on top of the other, or use distinct 
bars and slightly shift one histogram relative to the other (make sure the range and number 
of intervals are the same).  

Functions 

Return type Name Description 

void reset() Returns the object to its initial state. In particular, 
clears the statistics, PDF and CDF. 

void update() Evaluated the Data expression and adds the resulting 
value to the histogram. Is called automatically and/or 
can be called manually as described in the section 
Updating data items 

void  add( double val ) Adds val to the histogram – an alternative way of 
updating the histogram. 

Statistics getStatistics() Returns the embedded standard statistics object. 

int count() 

double mean() 

double min() 

double max() 

Return the corresponding information from the 
standard statistics. 
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double deviation() 

double meanConfidence() 

double getPDF( int index ) Returns the number of samples in the given interval. 

double getCDF( int index ) Returns the CDF (0..1) at the end of the given 
interval. 

String toString() Returns the textual representation of the current 
object state (tab-separated standard statistics and 
interval bounds and number of samples per interval 
for all intervals). 

void copyToClipboard() Puts the result of toString() on the Clipboard (success 
is subject to the environment security settings) 

Parameters 

Type Name Default value Description 

ShapeRect Placeholder  

Color BackgroundColor USE Placeholder 
FILL COLOR 

Color BorderColor USE Placeholder 
LINE COLOR 

See Using placeholders  

int UpdateMode AUTO  

double TimeStep 1 

boolean UpdateAtTime0 true 

See Updating data items 

code< double> Data  Expression dynamically 
evaluated to obtain the 
current sample value to 
add to the histogram. 

double Minimum 0 The expected minimum of 
the data 

double Maximum 1 The expected maximum 
of the data 
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int NumberOfIntervals 20 The number of intervals in 
the histogram 

boolean  ShowPDF true If true, the PDF bars are 
displayed 

Color PDFColor BGBase.BLUE Normal color of the PDF 
bars 

boolean DistinctPDFBars true 

double RelativeBarWidth 0.6 

If false, the PDF bars will 
occupy the full dimension 
of the placeholder and will 
be adjacent to each other. 
Otherwise, that width will 
be multiplied by 
RelativeBarWidth 

booean CalculateCDF true If true, CDF is calculated 

boolean ShowCDF true If true, the CDF line is 
displayed 

Color CDFColor BGBase.BLACK Color of the CDF line 

boolean CalculateLowHigh false If true and CDF is being 
calculated, the lower and 
higher confidence 
measures are calculated 

double LowPercent 10 Low confidence measure. 
The histogram will solve 
the equation CDF(value) 
= LowPercent 

double HighPercent 10 High confidence measure. 
The histogram will solve 
the equation CDF(value) 
= 100 - HighPercent 

Color LowPercentColor BGBase.YELLOW The color of the PDF to 
the left of low confidence 
value 
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Color HighPercentColor BGBase.RED The color of the PDF to 
the right of high 
confidence value 

boolean ShowDataOutsideRange true If true, the histogram will 
show two additional bars 
for the samples that are 
outside the specified range

boolean  ShowStatistics true If true, the standard 
statistics information 
(mean, etc.) is displayed 

Color StatisticsTextColor BGBase.BLACK Color of the statistics text 
labels 

Color StatisticsValuesColor BGBase.BLUE Color of the statistics 
numerical values 

boolean ShowMean true If true, the mean vertical 
line is displayed 

Color MeanColor BGBase.YELLOW Color of the mean line 

boolean ShowGrid true 

Color GridColor BGBase.BLACK 

Color GridTextColor BGBase.BLACK 

See Grid and legend 

3.1.2 HistogramSmart 

 

HistogramSmart is functionally equivalent to HistogramSimple, but it does not require the 
user to pre-define the range of data. Instead, it will automatically adjust the intervals to the 
actual data being added. The user only needs to specify the NumberOfIntervals and the 
InitialIntervalWidth. 
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Functions 

See the functions of HistogramSimple. 

Parameters 

Type Name Default value Description 

int NumberOfIntervals 20 The (maximum) number of 
intervals in the histogram 

int InitialIntervalWidth 1 The initial width of the interval 

For other parameters see HistogramSimple. 
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